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YOU ARE A SUPER-CONDUCTOR.
Maestro™ was designed specifically to open new worlds. And this intuitive,
plug-and-play control console does just that. With a state-of-the-art display and
thoughtful ergonomics, Maestro directs operation of any FLEX-6000™ Signature
Series transceiver without the need of a traditional PC. This means a newfound
sense of freedom and a sense of control like never before. Simply connect
Maestro directly to your radio or wirelessly through your local area network
(LAN) or wide area network (WAN) to any FLEX-6000 series transceiver, and
you’ll be ready to operate like the super-conductor you were meant to be.

FUN AND EASE OF USE
IN PERFECT HARMONY.
No matter where you fall on the scale in the
world of amateur radio, Maestro is the perfect
addition to your fleet. Whether you are the
most serious of serious contest operators, a DX
chaser, rag chewer, or you’re just in it to “play
radio,” Maestro is incredibly intuitive, fun and
easy to operate.
It’s a console that beautifully and harmoniously
combines a high-definition 8-inch touch
display in concert with ergonomically
designed controls to enhance ease of use
while maximizing workflow efficiency in
virtually any SmartSDR™ application.
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A SYMPHONY OF SIMPLICITY.
After we interviewed many of the world’s top contest/DX operators to better understand their
operating styles and goals, “keep it simple” was what we heard the most. Over and over, users
communicated that frequently used controls should be intuitive, single function, require minimal hand
motion and should be comfortable to use over long periods. Based on these observations, Maestro
simply and elegantly orchestrates control function, placement and ergonomics for maximum tempo in
the most important configurations, including DX, split, SO2R, Run, S&P and Multi operation.
The controls used most frequently are where they should be: at your fingertips. Controls are clearly
labeled for intuitive operation and designed to minimize hand motion for the most common
operations. Controls that are used less frequently are still easily accessible on the large touchscreen
display, bypassing confusing, multi-level menus found on most transceivers. And like smartphones
and tablets today, capacitive touch control is prevalent on the large LCD display for intuitive pan,
zoom, tune and menu operation. Everything you can imagine is doable, but with graceful simplicity.
In addition, FlexRadio continues to set the bar for high-resolution, real-time spectral display in
amateur radio transceivers. Maestro now extends that same “HD visual radio” capability from the
PC-based SmartSDR for Windows to the 8-inch touchscreen format.

YOUR SHACK IS
WHEREVER YOU ARE.
If you’ve ever longed for the moment
when you could monitor the bands or
work DX from a lounge chair by the
pool or from the comfort of your very
own leather recliner — the time is now.
Maestro’s small footprint and minimal
wiring clean up your operating position
and let you mount the radio virtually
anywhere in the shack or around the
house. Its sleek, lightweight design
makes it not only the envy of your
peers, but also easy to carry or pack.
And if you’re looking for complete,
untethered freedom, the Maestro does
support operation by battery.
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Maestro shown with special Tilt Hinge Feet. Not Included.
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